Walks from the Anglers Rest
Southbound
3 walks with the same starting stroll, down Main
Road, over the river Derwent and up onto the old
railway track; from where you can go to

1. The Garden Centre and
Coffee Shop
2. Ladybower Dam
3. The Ascent of Win Hill
Note
These walks are not full walking guides.
No responsibility can be taken for mishaps, getting
lost or any other unfortunate occurrences. It is your
responsibility to make sure you are adequately shod
and prepared for walking.

The Start of walks 0ne to Three3
Downhill Main Rd from the Anglers, past St
Johnʼs Church and turn right into Victoria Road
Go along to the end and then left down a
footpath (marked). On your right admire the
allotment, full of
amazing fruit and veg.
Say “Hi” to David if he
is working there.
Something to be aware of as you head down
the Path
At the end of the path is the road up to the
mill; cars travel along this, so exit with great
care. Even though the Mill drivers
themselves are very careful the exit onto the
road is abrupt and a car
travelling even very sedately could be
awkward.

Turnright up the road past the entrance to the mill housing and then left
by the enormous conker trees. If you are walking in
the autumn and you have children with you; you
could be some time here.
Left again in a few metres following the Touchstone
Trail guide post down to the river and weir. The
ducks are usually hungry so
make sure you are
adequately prepared
The stepping stones may be
in some sort of (dis)repair;
could be a bit of a scramble
unless they have been
redone -they get washed
away by flood water regularly however it doesnʼt

usually take long for the appropriate
authority to mend them again.
On the bridge you
must stop and
admire the FIRE
touchstone.
Then itʼs across
the fields aiming
towards Win Hill

At this point itʼs good to stop and ponder one
of lifeʼs great countryside mysteries .. “Why do
farmers always put the gate in the muddiest
part of the field?”

Go past the barn, and through another gate; usually
even muddier than the first.

Then angle left up the slippery muddy slope

At the top you will join the old
railway track up to the dams
You could go straight on up towards Win Hill

Or right to the dam

If you really do need to get your
breath back

0r left to the garden centre

To the Garden Centre and Tea Room
Amble gently left down the old railway track
which
was used in the 1940ʼsto transport men and
materials up to the Ladybower Dam site. You
are quite likely to meet horse riders and cyclists
along here but so far weʼve never seen a trail
bike.
Look left for good views of Bamford Village

Just after a gate
you will see housing on the left; this is the
old Severn TrentWater Works HQ, now a
Quaker Community. You can take either
the narrow path left or continue on the
Main track and turn left at the end on to
Water Lane. Itʼs hardly any distance.
Continue down
Water Lane
to the recreation
ground or go right
by the hedge usually the gate is
shut so go
over the style. Itʼs
directly opposite
the Quaker entrance
Follow the field edge round and exit by
the railway bridge. Turnright and under
the bridge for the garden centre or left to
go across the rec and rejoin Water Lane by
the childrenʼs playground

The Garden Centre,is always worth a visit; and you will need to call in at
the Tea Room for some sustenance
When youʼve had your tea and cake and
bought some plants return under
the railway bridge and across the
recreation ground
Go right when you rejoin Water Lane;
across the river bridge, immediately left
on a track through Riverside Garage and
up back onto Bamford Main Road; then itʼs
400mup the road back to the Anglers and
some more welcome refreshment

Sorry there arenʼt any photos for this last bit but someone was tempted by
too many nice plants at the garden centre and my hands were too full of
other things to manage camera operation.

Ladybower Dam

Turn right and keep walking along the track past the
Earth touchstone.
Keep looking right
to get great
views over the
valley and up to
Bamford Edge with
good views of Cannon rock and where
Dinosaur Quarry is located.
If it’s the right time of year admire the
wild flowers. Keep going and eventually
the track crosses the minor road between
Thornhill and Yorkshire Bridge.On this second part of the track you soon
come to a dark and gloomy place; the steps down to the right lead to
Yorkshire Bridge and left would take you
up a very steep and rocky path up Win Hill.
The track
joins a
tarmac
lane, keep
heading
uphill and
admire the
dam wall.

For the
millennium, Jenny
wanted to
get a
‘Lady of
the Lake’
figure cut
into this
grassy
slope but
couldn’t
get permission! When we went past,
grass cutting was half done;
I would have liked to see the machine in
operation to understand how such a steep slope is manicured.

On reaching the dam, have a look over the
wall at the overflow. When there is a lot
of water the flow
Down is
spectacular.
Walk across
the dam
wall, sadly
you have to
watch where
you are putting your feet as we do have
some thoughtless dog owners in the area.
At
At the end of the wall
there is a steep clear path angling down to
the right which we take; much preferable to
walking back along the road into
Bamford. If you are walking this path in
the autumn there should be a good crop
of blackberries.

There are several
small paths off to
the right and left,
all worth exploring
and then back to
the main path.
Near the bottom of
the path, detour
right down to the river to look at the whale like ridge in

Soon you will meet the tarmac lane, turn
right and follow this, watching out for the
occasional vehicle, until you get back to
the track where you crossed over the road
previously; then follow your own footsteps
back - being careful not to miss the turn
off the old railway track towards the mill

Up to WinHill
When you reach the old railway track up to the dams
go straight on up towards Win Hill …….
When we finally got to climb the hill when weather
conditions were rather different from other walks
At the top of the small
hill go straight over
the road and follow
the path round the
back of the house;
keep going up until
you emerge by
another house onto a
track;
there should be a sign
pointing right to
WinHill
(unless it’s blown down). It’s a pleasant gentle
upwards stroll now for several hundred metres.
Eventually you will reach this
gate; it’s a good place to stop,
catch breath and look back
over the valley; in the winter the meanders of the river
Derwent seem to stand out more clearly. Just through
the gate, the signpost directs you left but most cut the
corner by going straight up. to
This is picture X -see join with the well cut out main
next page
track coming in from the left.
Keep on till you meet the
signpost to Aston, turn left here - if you are
chattering away and miss this, don’t worry,
eventually you will reach the trees and a good, if
rather steep, path left up to the summit - at the
next wall follow it right straight up the hill (bit
tough going); follow the wall round right at the top
corner and then the collapsed wall left. (At the
top of this picture you can see the trees you will
reach if you miss the sign to Aston). Keep going
and you soon reach the main path heading right.

Soon the summit is in view, and when you finally
reach the top take some time exulting in the
magnificent views N S E and W ……

… .......

You can return backtracking; we continued on the main broad path which
heads towards Aston (between Bamford and Hope) and then had a bit of
a zig zag scramble down leftish
towards the gate seen in the picture
labelled with an X

NOTE: we haven’t done this walk for a while (getting older and stifffer) so
things may have changed a bit

The mist lifted for us and we did get some more scenery
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